Lausanne, 15th of October 2020

2021 World Championships Quota allocation
Clarification of draw for starting order and Top 15/12/8 rule (rule 4.6)

Quotas for World Championships 2021 Altenberg
- The quota spots from the World Championships 2020 will be applied, however the Junior World Championships spot will only be assigned after the 2021 Junior World Championships
- Those nations which have not achieved a quota spot are eligible to participate with one team/athlete in the World Championships 2021, provided that the pilot/athlete fulfills the 5/3/2 rule and has additionally competed and been ranked in two of these five IBSF races in the 2020/2021 season
- In addition, the acting junior world champion team/the acting junior world champion is eligible to participate.
- The quotas for Women’s Monobob are identical to the quotas for the 2-woman bobsleigh of the World Championships 2020. Those nations which have not reached a quota spot are eligible to participate with one female pilot in the World Championships 2021, provided that the pilot fulfills the 5/3/2 rule and has additionally competed and been ranked in two of these five IBSF races in the 2020/2021 season.

Draw for starting order WC, ICC, EC, NAC
- For the first race of the 2020/2021 season the IBSF ranking of 2019/2020 season will be applied.
- For the second and following races the respective ranking of the different series applies
- If a pilot/athlete changes race series after first races, he starts with 0 (zero) points in the new series. Therefore, no draw to front ranking is possible, as stated in the rules point 10.6.3!
- Draw will be carried out according to rule 10.6.3 "Starting Order System".

SKN TOP 15, BOB Top 12 men - Top 8 women for participation in EC & NAC (rule 4.6)
- Only the "frozen" IBSF Rankings of 2019/2020 season are valid for this regulation, according to existing rule point 4.6 "Europe Cup & North American Cup".

Draw World Championships 2021 Altenberg / Junior World Championships 2021 St. Moritz
- All participants take the highest total they have obtained in a series into the draw.
- The draw will be carried out according to rule 10.6.3 Starting Order System